Bordeaux Isagro®

THE POWER OF TRADITION

WG Formulation

FUNGICIDES

A product with more than a century of experience!

Since ages, generations of growers appreciated the quality and reliability of this product. After so many years, Isagro reached a high manufacturing excellence.

Copper Sulfate
200 g/kg

Fluid Bed Wettable Dispersible Granules

Bordeaux Isagro is produced in a dedicated plant with “FLUID BED” technology for an unsurpassed dispersibility in water and almost dust-less granules.
Quality of Copper Tech

Properties of a Copper based fungicide depend on the size of Tech crystals. Isagro exclusive Copper Tech synthesis process yields the majority of particles which size is more suitable to hit the target.
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**Optimal copper particle size range**

- **Bordeaux Isagro**
- **Standard**

Dose reduction

Such a small size of Tech particles makes it possible to reduce doses of application thanks to:

- More copper ions released
- Wider active surface
- The product better sticking on the leaf
- The product better resisting to wash off

Easy to use

Immediate dispersion of granules and full compatibility with most of the crop protection products.
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